Behind The Scenes: LibreOffice Animation
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TIRANA | 27 Sept. 2018
Let's watch the video first.

How many "Easter eggs" can you find out in the animation?

Hint: Almost **every** object in this animation contains special meanings.
The start of this story
1. LibreOffice Viewer promo video for Google Play (as mentioned on this list): what we should include, how long it should be, other ideas

* Make a short video, a summary, that can be extended when new releases are made (keep the source) -- add "Help us to make it even better!" at the end with tdf.io/joinus

* Do an animation rather than show the app itself? eg LibreOffice logo on a desktop PC, then shrinks and jumps into a phone -- "The power of LibreOffice is now available in your pocket" -- talk to Franklin about his contact who does 3D animations with Blender and provide a concept (we should provide some kind of briefing)
A+A Space - Art and Artists
So we started this task...
• Detail plan for **any** video
Words list

• Words on the chain - What we want to break
Icons on the mobile phone
The balance of money – signify that money is the only value of proprietary software company.
Discussing (Bg: Blender)
Funny mistake: Which to use at the ending?
So I asked Italo...

Italo Vignoli  last seen 39 minutes ago

Friday, May 11, 2018

Franklin

Hi Italo, Mike is on vacation so please give me your opinion about the banner of Android Viewer. I'll put the graph here and mail to you and Mike at the same time.

The above: 1.
Then Italo told me...

The above: 3.

The above: 4.

Please tell me which you prefer, thanks.

Italo

Definitely number 3
So I passed the answer to the director...
Finally I got this...

Definitely this one
Rendering!
Imposed(X) Borrowed(O) my boy's gaming PC
900 frames, diving and allocating to 6~7 computers

It tooks us more than one week to render 900 frames.
Finally, a small documentary
Do you like it?  
If so, share it! :-)

Android viewer version:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIDFFLre08I  
Folder version:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6J441fVioh4  
Behind the scene documentary:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOw4LGH_r98